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Abstract—Concrete is for the most part utilized material for the
development of different sorts of structures in the advanced time
of common frameworks. Concrete is solid in pressure yet it is
feeble in strain and shear. In present day advancement of fiber
strengthened solid some new kind of strands like glass, carbon,
polypropylene and aramid filaments are given in plain cement to
the change in rigidity, exhaustion qualities, shrinkage attributes,
affect, flexural quality, and compressive quality. The mechanical
properties of filaments strengthened cement is examined by
utilizing (steel fiber, glass fiber and polyamide) with various
weight portion of strands as for bond.
Index Terms—Concrete Fibers, Compressive quality, Flexural
quality, Mechanical Properties.

I. INTRODUCTION
Fiber fortified cement (FRC) might be characterized as a
composite materials made with Portland bond, total, and joining
discrete intermittent filaments. The filaments utilized in the
solid might be regular or fabricated item: asbestos, sisal,
cellulose, glass, steel, polypropylene, carbon, and polymer and,
Kevlar. Typically plain cement does not give as much elasticity
as contrast with compressive power. This is the primary
disadvantage in plain concrete and is vital for the structural
specialist to utilize ordinary fortification to enhance flexibility
and rigidity of solid part. Such sort of composite material is
called fiber fortified cement.
Glass fiber is likewise critical in those regards however
eroded in basic condition in the solid. At some point in scaffolds
and asphalt, flexural fatigue strength is the important parameter
and it is designed on the basis of fatigue loading.one more
advantage of adding fibres in the concrete gives the higher
fatigue strength. Mixing of steel fibre in plain concrete give the
formation of concrete composite having improved ductility and
high energy absorption capacity composite (stiffness).
In this investigation distinctive kind of strands are utilized for
various reason. One sort of fiber is more grounded and stiffer
while the second kind of fiber is adaptable and prompts
increment strength and vitality ingestion limit of the solid grid.

One sort of fiber is littler, and it enhances the scaffolds of
smaller scale splits, and this prompts a higher the rigidity of the
solid. The second fiber is bigger and it diminishes the spread of
full scale splits in concrete and along these lines enhances the
strength of solid part.
For the most part, the bond quality of filaments is needy upon
the surface characteristics of strands, and its viewpoint
proportion. The bond can be enhanced by expanding the surface
harshness of filaments, or by expanding the viewpoint ratio.
Therefore, in this investigation, I have endeavored to make one
extra move to finish the enormous issue via completing the tests
with high fiber content (2.0%). The outcome demonstrates that
FRC has most extreme quality at 1.5% as contrast with
2.25%with little impact on compressive quality however
increment elasticity of solid framework (Hamrawy 2007).
II. METHODOLOGY
The trial conspire contains tests in pressure quality test,
flexural quality test and split rigidity test. For getting
Compressive quality at 7 and multi day (39+39) =78 shape
examples of 150x150x150mm size each were Casted.
(39+39)=78 barrel shaped examples each with 150mm x
300mm stature were threw to discover part elasticity and
(39+39)=78 shafts crystals of size 100x100x500mm each were
cast to discover flexural quality. Determination of Material:
A. Determination of Cement Content
 Water cement ratio =0.42
 Water content =188.79lt
 Therefore cement = 188.79/0.42 = 449.5 Kg > 250 Kg
Hence cement content is OK for severe exposure as per table
23 of IS 383-1970
B. Determining Course and Fine Aggregate


C 1 Ca 
1
V W  
 fa 

Se PS fa  1000


(1)

Volume of entrapped air is 2% for maximum size aggregate that
is 20mm.
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Now using equation of SP 23
0.98=[188.79+449.5/3.15+1/0.315×fa/2.60] ×1/1000
fa = (0.98×1000-188.79-449.5/3.15) ×0.315×2.60
fa =541.13 kg/m3
Similarly for coarse aggregates:


1  Ca 
C
1
V W  
 Ca 

Se 1  PSca  1000


(2)
Fig. 3. Split tensile strength test

0.98= [188.79+449.5/3.15+1/(1-0.315) ×ca/2.60] ×1/1000
ca = (0.98×1000-188.79-449.5/3.15) ×0.685×2.60
ca =1194 kg/m3
C. Details of Experiment Performed

This document is a template for Microsoft Word versions 6.0
or later.
Compressive strength was then calculated by the equation,

f cu 

P
A

(3)

Where, fcu==compressive strength,
P =maximum crushing load resisted of cube before failure,
A=cross-sectional area of cube
Fig. 1. Detail of cubes, beams and cylinders

Fig. 1. Testing details of cubes, beams and cylinders

D. Specimen Prepared for Experiment
Concrete cube of size 150mm*150mm*150mm were casted
for determining the compressive strength of concrete.
Cylindrical concrete specimen having dimension 150mm
diameter and 300mm height were casted to determine the split
tensile strength of concrete. Beam specimens of size
100mm*100mm*500mm were casted to find the modulus of
rupture.
E. Mechanical Properties Testing
1) Compressive strength test
The compressive quality of cement is an indispensable
parameter like pressure, flexure and so forth. The impact of
polypropylene fiber, glass fiber and steel fiber on the
compressive quality of cement has been talked about in
numerous written works and watched that these filaments either
abatements or expands the compressive quality of cement,
however in general impact is irrelevant as a rule. Compressive
quality trial of cement is estimated on 150
mm*150mm*150mm 3D squares of standard size. As appeared
in Figure 3.10, a compressive testing machine (CTM) with limit
of 3000 KN at stacking rate 5.25 KN every second is utilized.
The normal compressive quality of three blocks is taken for
each test, and the test were led at age of 7 days and 28 days.

2) Split tensile strength test
The split tensile strength of cylindrical concrete specimens
of size 150mm*300mm is also determine in compressive
testing machine.
As shown in Figure 3.11, a compressive testing machine
(CTM) with capacity of 3000 KN at loading rate 5.25 KN per
second is used.
Three identical specimens of concrete were casted in all the
mixtures and for the entire test the average results of three
specimens are taken.
The prepared cylindrical specimens were instrumented and a
failure load (P) was noted.The split tensile strength of the
cylindrical specimen was calculated using equation:

Fct 

2p
 Ld

(4)

Where, fct==split tensile strength of specimen, P =maximum
crushing load resisted cylindrical specimen before failure,
L=height of specimen, D=diameter of cylindrical specimen
3) Flexural strength

Fig. 4. Flexural strength

According to code, IS: 9399-1979, flexural strength of
100mm*100mm*500mm prisms are tested in flexural testing
machine. The specimen is tested at the age of 7 days and 28
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days and the average of three specimens are taken as the flexure
strength of concrete. Three identical specimens of concrete
were casted in all the mixtures and for the entire test. As shown
in Figure, the flexural prisms were simply supported over the
span of 600mm. the split tensile strength of the cylindrical
specimen were calculated using equation:

f cf 

pl
bd 2

(5)

Where fcf= flexural strength of concrete specimen, p=failure
load at which beam specimen is failed, l=length of beam
specimen, b=width of beam specimen, d=depth of beam
specimen.
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tests to determine the effect of fibres on concrete for various
mechanical properties of concrete like split tensile strength,
compressive strength, and flexural strength. The testing results
after 7 days and 28 days of all the specimen were shown in
tabular form. On the basis of experimental value obtained, the
graphical results were also shown that shows the comparison
between the glass, steel and polyamide fibres.
The increase or decrease in the properties of concrete is also
determined when fibres are mixed into concrete with respect to
plain concrete by using the equation as final value-initial
value*100

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 8. 7- Day compressive strength of fibres: Percentage of fibres

Fig. 5. 7- Day split tensile strength of fibres: Percentage of fibres

Fig. 9. 28- Day compressive strength of fibres: Percentage of fibres

IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 6. 28- Day split tensile strength of fibres: Percentage of fibres





Fig. 7. 7- Day flexural strength of fibres: Percentage of fibres





Fig. 8. 28- Day flexural strength of fibres: Percentage of fibres

Specimen corresponding to fibre reinforced concrete and
conventional concrete mixes were subjected to various type of



Fibers give a more secure workplace.
Flexural strength of concrete is largely affected by
adding fibers in concrete almost increase up to 160%.
It should be seen that the compressive strength of steel,
glass, and polyamide fiber is almost same.
Higher percentages of fibres from 1.5 percentages
affect the workability of concrete, and decrease the
strength of concrete matrix.
1.50% Dual fibre volume can be taken as the optimum
dosage.
By using these fiber, maximum strength should be
obtained at 1.5 % of fibers.
Tensile, and flexural behavior of concrete should be
different for different type of fibres.
The maximum size of course aggregate in concrete
should not be more than 10mm to 20mmfor better
result.
The concrete mix design should not be affected by the
addition of fibers.
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Fibers at lower quantity and reasonable cost fulfill all
the require condition of the concrete.
There is no proper maintenance require during
addition into the concrete.
By using mixture of two or more fibres above 1.5
percent in concrete compressive strength do not
affected but split tensile strength and flexural strength
of concrete increase.
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